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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, EDWARD DUMMER, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Au 
burndale, in the city of Newton, county of. 

5 Middlesex, and State of Massachusetts, have 
invented a new and useful Improvement in 
Paper-Feeding Machines, of which the follow 
ing is a speci?cation, reference being had to 
the accompanying drawings. 
The object of my invention is to cause the 

.edge of each sheet of a pile of sheets of paper 
to project beyond the corresponding edge of 
the adjacent sheet—that is, to “offset”7 the 
sheets of a pile——the invention consisting in 

I 5 mechanism for bending or curving a pile of 
sheets repeatedly in the same direction, as 
hereinafter set forth, and speci?cally pointed 
out in the claim. - 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a vertical sec 

20 tion, and Fig. 2 is a plan, of mechanism illusi 
trating my invention. 
Supportedin suitable bearings on the frame 

A are two revoluble drums B, also two rollers 
0, two rollers D, and a roller E, the drums 

2 5 and rollers being parallel with each other. 
Extending around the drums B are endless 
bands a,‘ the roller E serving as a- binder to 
keep these bands taut and to prevent the 
lower part of the bands 0/ between the drums 

30 B from coming in cont-act with the pile of 
sheets. Extending partially around the 
drums B, and around the rollers O and rollers 
D, as shown, are bands I). The bearings for 
each of the rollers C are such as to allow 

35 movement of these rollers toward and away 
from the corresponding drum. The bearings 
for each of the rollers D may move outward 
and inward,_and, being pressed outward by 
means of springs c, the rollers D serve to keep 

40 the bands I) taut, taking up considerable slack 
in these bands, which occurs in the operation 
of the machine. 
In operation, the drums and rollers being 

revolved (as by means of a crank F) and a 
45 pile of sheets G having been placed on the up 

permost surface of the bands 0, between the 
rollers (J, the pile will be bent or curved ?rst 
partially around one of the drums and then 
partially around the other drum, and there 
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upon brought to its former position on the 50 
upper surface of the bands a. After passing 
thus around once it may be carried around 
again, and as many times as desired, and then 
removed. On being bent or curved by pass 
ing partially around a drum the sheets of the 5 5 
pile will be offset to a certain degree, the 
offset being increased each time the pile is 
thus bent or curved, the bending or curving 
being always in the same direction. 
A pile of paper placed in the machine in a 60 

cubical form will assume somewhat the shape 
illustrated in the drawings when passing 
around a drum for the ?rst time. . The diam 
eters ofvthe rollers O with reference to the 
depth of the pile, and the tension of the 65 
springs c, are such that the pile will be seized 
by a roller 0 and the corresponding drum so 
as not tovdisturb the previous position of the 
‘sheets with reference to each other, the pile 
while being bent around a drum showing the 70 
consequent offset only at the forward end of I 
the pile. - “Then the pile has passed onto the 
upper flat surface of the bands I) it will show 
the resulting offset at both the forward and 
rear ends of the pile. Though both drums and 7 5 
all the rollers will revolve (on the revolution 
of one drum) on account of the contact of the 
bands with the drums and rollers, so that the 
pile will be readily drawn between each of the 
'drums and corresponding roller 0, yet when 80 
it is desirable to operate on a pile of consid 
erable thickness-as, for instance, of the rela 
tive thickness shown in the drawings-that 
roller C, between which and the drum thereat 
the pile (being in a rectangular form) ?rst 85 
enters, should be maintained by its bearings 
at a suitable distance from the drum. 

I claim as my invention~ 
The combination of two revoluble drums 

parallel with each other, endless bands ex- 90 
tending around said drums, a roller between 
and parallelfwith said drums over which said 
bands pass to keep the bands taut and the 
lower part of the bands above a direct line be 
tween the lower surfaces of the drums, a pair 9 5 
of rollers one roller above each of said drums 
and parallel therewith, these two rollers be 
ing at suf?cient distance apart to receive a 
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pile of sheets between them, another pair of of rollers, substantially as and for the pur 
rollers, each roller of this pair being parallel 
with, opposite to and below a drum, springs 
for pressing each roller of the latter pair away 
from the corresponding drum, and endless 
bands extending partially around said drums 
and around each roller of each of said pairs 

pose set forth. 

EDXVARD DUMMER. 
Witnesses: 

EDWARD WYMAN, 
RICHARD T. LAFFIN. 


